Abstract

This study aims at identifying the writer and of his novel named for to the poor is an. First the writer wanted to reflect his personality and biography through his novel named, and described the region region in cable and it County Très pauvre. The description is in contrast and correspondence between him and the protagonist (Menard). For the description of the match that there is a significant similarity between them. Description can be in several forms and photos of different styles so the researcher used the analytical and description method to contrast and compare between the writer and the protagonist of the novel. in the study with the analysis and comparison between the author and the protagonist. the results of this study illustrate that any writer can convey a description of his life and his biography, To achieve this there can be different aspects between the author and the protagonist in a contrastive and a comparative style, and the differences and similarities in terms of social, economic, and intellectual, time, place, and the style between the author and the protagonist.